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About This Game

Casual colorful physical puzzle with sweets and explosions.
The goal of the player is to keep the cookies on the chocolate bar for some time to pass the level.

In Chocolate makes you happy :
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Achievements

- Cool Soundtrack
- Sweets

-Colorful art
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chocolate substance that makes you happy. chocolate makes you happy 5. how chocolate makes you happy. chocolate makes
you happy game. eating chocolate makes you happy. how chocolate makes you happy. xiu xiu chocolate makes you happy
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Really fun game, highly recommend it. Teaches You to think logically, and All levels are possible to do.. Fun simple and nice
little physics game. If you like Zup you'll like this too.. This is a blatant rip of the ZUP! series. Go buy ZUP!

Avoid this.. More stressful and aggravating than fun. I finished the game about a month ago and was I glad that I did.
If it wasn't for the large number of achievements I wouldn't have bothered.
So, sorry.... but chocolate really DIDN'T make me happy... and it probably won't make you happy either.
 Not Recommended. . Cool consept, terrible level design
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really great game for 31 cents , its also not really easy , got really challenging at the end. Completed 12\/29\/2018.. really great
game for 31 cents , its also not really easy , got really challenging at the end. Fun simple and nice little physics game. If you like
Zup you'll like this too.. Fun game for this price. About an hour gameplay.. Cool consept, terrible level design. This is a blatant
rip of the ZUP! series. Go buy ZUP!

Avoid this.

Gilbert - New Game Mode: Fish Run:

I've been experimenting with a new game mode for Play With Gilbert. I've had a few ideas but I wanted to move away from just
coop. The levels in coop are fine, for now but I felt that something that you could play against someone else would also be a fun
addition and I just finished the first game mode: Fish Run.

Below is a video where I recorded myself playing against my daughter. She's been helping me test the hew game mode for the
past couple of days before she goes to bed and we've been having a blast. I don't play overly aggressive with her for obvious
reasons and I aim to either let her win or tie the match, which in itself is a bit of a challenge on my end.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bs_qbf7r13M
I'll break down the game mode here if you don't want or cannot watch the video.

Basically we have two ninja ladies running around like mad dropping orange fishies. The two kittens now need to collect as
many as possible within a 90 second time limit. Whoever grabs the most wins the match.

I also made sure there's a draw setting because that could happen, which is also demonstrated in the video above. There are
currently two levels for this game mode but I am planning at least one more so stay tuned for that.

Some Fixes. Infecto Play with Gilbert Play With Gilbert - Big Update:
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Play with Gilbert Big Update!. Play with Gilbert 1.5 - What's In Store For 2018:

IMPORTANT. Gilbert At The Beach + Demo Released:

Gilbert Update For May 2018. Gilbert In Space - New Free-DLC Released:

Dear Play With Gilbert Friends!. Gilbert Local Split-Screen Co-op (Beta) Released:

Local Split-Screen Co-op Action!. Play With Gilbert Bug Fixes!:
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Hi everyone.. Play With Gilbert 1.5 Preview Available:
Dear community members, avid cat lovers, gamers around the world: young and old!

As you may recall I mentioned that I'm currently in the process of updating Gilbert to version 1.5. I've listened to a lot of
commentary, feedback, complaints and also listened to what you liked about the game.

I just added a new beta branch available to anyone who owns a copy of Play With Gilbert. This new version is in a "work in
progress" state. Numerous features are currently not working properly or just not working at all.

However, in this new beta branch you'll be able to try out the new Gilbert player character. I started from the ground up and I do
believe that Gilbert controls so much better.

He now jumps higher and is now able to do a double jump, just like any regular cat. Okay, maybe that's not true. :P The idea of
course is to make Gilbert more fun to control and I do believe that this is the case.

At the core nothing has changed too much, and the foundation remains the same. You'll be able to play the game with just one
control stick, or both. Where the right stick controls the camera.

On top of that you can now reset the camera using the old teleport button. (Teleporting still works, you just have to hold the
same button down for about three seconds.) I also fixed the other kitties getting stuck under the floor.

I also changed the camera position (It's now slightly further away), giving the player a better view of the surroundings. I would
very much appreciate some feedback regarding the new changes as I continue to update the game until everything is pretty much
working as it used to.

You can opt into the Beta simply by right-clicking on "Play With Gilbert" inside your steam client. Then click on properties and
navigate to the Betas tab. After that all you need to do is select "gilbert_1.5_preview" from the drop down list and you're good
to go.

I will be monitoring feedback and once most of the features are working again will I push the new version to the public/default
branch.

On top of that I will also be releasing a new map to celebrate the 1.5 update, which will be a surprise for now.

I'll continue to post updates until the final 1.5 is out. I hope this will reinvigorate some of the people who did not appreciate the
old movement system.

Please feel free to share your opinions and of course anu ideas for possible future content as well.

Sincerely,
Joure Visser. Gilbert New Kitty Added + Kitten Count Fixed:

Hi Everyone!
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